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BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT MARKETING

Why everything you do is a form of  marketing, says Chris Baker

Marketing masterclass: 
feel the power
Marketing is everything.

It’s a big statement, and I make no 
apologies for it. I have touched upon this in 
previous articles, but I felt that it warranted a 
closer look. 

In effect, you are ‘marketing’ from the 
minute that you open the practice door in 
the morning to when you close. You are 
marketing even when you are away from the 

practice both in a personal capacity and how 
it looks with the lights off  and the doors 
shut. 

The standard of  your dentistry, customer 
care – all is considered a form of  marketing.

What do we mean by marketing?
That’s easy – if  you ask 100 dentists this 
question, I guess that more than 50% would 
say advertising. But that is a limited 
definition. A more complete definition would 
be ‘the action or business of  promoting and 
selling products or services, including market 
research and advertising’.

However, that still doesn’t cover what I 
am talking about here. We talk about social 
media, advertising, PR, email and so on in 

many masterclasses, but these are merely 
tactics to your overall strategy. 

In this instance, I am not even talking 
about your strategy; I am attempting to 
convey that marketing is not a separate 
‘department’ in your practice that you turn 
on and off  as and when needed. It is the 
very essence of  what you are about. 

Even when you are not carrying out any of  
the traditional forms of  marketing activity that 
we might recognise, you are still marketing. 

What does that mean for my practice? 
Let us consider some realistic and every day 
examples. 
1. Décor – I am sure that the clinical care 

you offer is excellent. However, if  the 

Chris Baker
Chris runs Corona Design & 
Communication, a specialist dental 
marketing company. 
For more information, visit  
www.coronadental.ie. 
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BECOME A MARKETING GOD

• Spend time thinking about why people should come 
to you

• Ensure that the practice looks the part – is it time for  
a refresh?

• Is the team right for you and your patients?
• Invest in regular and ongoing training for the  

whole team
• Get out there into the local community – be visible!

practice furnishings and look leave 
something to be desired, you won’t attract 
the more discerning patient. That is not to 
say that you won’t attract anyone – you 
need to decide who you wish to have as 
patients

2. Welcome – does each team member 
genuinely care about how the patient 
feels? Or are they just desperate to get to 
five o’clock? We all have days like that, but 
if  it is more than the occasional day then 
it is a problem. However good they may 
be at admin or the clinical side, they are 
destroying your business and reputation

3. Telephone – are any of  your team the 
‘doctor’s receptionist’ type? You know the 
ones – that make anyone feel that they are 
wasting the dentist’s time just by calling! 
Perhaps training is required? 

4. Visibility in the community – are you well 
known around and about? There are, of  
course, ways you can raise your profile, 
but in this case I simply mean: would you 
be recognised walking down Main Street? 

5. Pricing – whatever the level you set your 
prices, you are sending out signals. I am 
not advising you of  the level – that is a 

decision that only you can make, but do 
be aware of  what it says about the 
practice

6. Care – what if  something goes wrong? 
This can happen to the best of  us. Only 
when a business gets it wrong can you 
truly see how dedicated your team is to 
the patient/customer. If  you genuinely do 
this well, then the goodwill it generates via 
word of  mouth will be considerable.

Active marketing
So it’s a bit quiet and you’d like a few more 
patients in the chair. Time to do some 
marketing, right? Well, maybe. 

Email, PR and online marketing may help 
put bums on seats, but if  what you say in 

your marketing – for example, caring team, 
modern practice, we listen, high quality 
practice etc – doesn’t match up with what is 
on offer at the practice, the increase in 
numbers won’t last long. 

They may come in once but are unlikely 
to stay, and are also likely to tell friends and 
family not to bother with you. In the long 
term, this will be worse than not doing any 
active marketing at all. 

What should you do?
Spend some time thinking about what you 
want and what you can realistically offer. 
Call it a mission statement, a credo, a 
philosophy – that doesn’t really matter; 
spend time on what it is that makes you 
different and why people might come and 
see you. 

Invite a friend or family member to the 
practice and ask them what they can see 
that they would do differently. Ask an honest 
friend – the blunter, the better! 
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